We encourage and support new ideas and are always seeking to improve the quality of patients’ lifes.
Qmedics AG is a privately held, independent Swiss medical technology company founded in 2008.
We develop and manufacture stents, stent systems and balloon dilatation catheters. Our portfolio
offers standard and customized products, solutions and technologies. With our passion for life, we
focus on innovation and enhancement the concept of endovascular implants.
Are you our new experienced professional with passion in validation to support our growing Quality
Assurance Team?

Validation Technician 100%
Your Responsibilities
In this position you will play an important role by working closely with all departments. Your main
responsibilities will be:
 execute validation testing, prepare plans, protocols and reports
 analyse test results and summarise in end reports
 represent the department on cross-functional project teams
In detail:
 perform IQ, OQ, PQ qualification/validation on processes, equipment and systems in conjunction
with the given validation plan
 testing, which includes: working directly with a Validation Program Manager (VPM) to review,
understand and execute test instructions: part sample management, test setups, environmental
chamber operation, sample analysis prep, data acquisition and reporting
 prepare and review reports using data from process validation, in-process manufacturing testing,
in-process QC testing, and finished product QC testing

Your Qualifications

 Bachelor’s degree in scientific directions or completed technical vocational training
 2 – 5 years of demonstrated work experience in a technician role including lab validation testing
(i.a. welding, gluing, cutting)
 strong analytical mind, hands-on in building test equipment and supporting lab-based
experiments
 background in validation or processes engineering in a life sciences company, working to GMP
standards
 experience with and knowledge of related quality systems such as change control; CAPA
(including deviations/OOSs); training and document control
 working knowledge of product and process development, risk management, design validation
and regulatory systems
 knowledge of medical device manufacturing equipment, materials and processes
 excellent command of spoken and written English, good German highly desirable

We offer you a challenging position in a motivated expert team. Qmedics AG is a growing innovative
company with the ambition to make a substantial contribution to a world where everyone enjoys life
without limitations.
We look forward to receiving your application at HR@qmedics.ch to the attention of our HR Manager
Mrs Monica Baumann. Please note, that we do not work with recruitment agencies to fill this vacancy.
Only direct applications will be considered.
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